INTRODUCTION
Crime is once again a major issue on the political agenda. At all levels of government, policymakers are grappling with the question of what government can and should do to stem the tide of lawlessness.
It is not hard to understand this concern. just a glance at the morning headlines or the evening news reveals the American preoccupation with crime and violence. Although the stories in the media are often sensationalized, the pervasive problems they symbolize are nonetheless real and urgent. Crime-particularly violent crime-is a grave threat to the safety of all Americans.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) measure the amount of crime actually reported to the police.t According to the UCR, crime increased by nine percent in 1980 and violent crime rose by eleven percent. 2 On the average, violent crime (murder, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault) is rising at an annual rate of five percent. In 1971 there were 396 reported violent crimes per 100,000 people. 3 By 1980 the rate was 581 violent crimes per 100,000 persons. 4 Historically, a great deal of crime is never reported to the police. 5 The other major source of crime data, the National Crime Survey (NCS), sponsored by the Bureau ofJustice Statistics, therefore attempts to give a more complete picture of the incidence of crime by interviewing randomly-selected citizens. The NCS reveals that in 1980 almost one-third of all American households were affected by crime and nearly five million were touched by rape, robbery or assault.1 In effect, at least one family member in each of these residences was the victim of one of these serious crimes.
While the UGR and the NOS differ in the way they measure the incidence of crime and, therefore, paint slightly differing pictures of crime rates and trends, both show that violent crime affects the lives of many Americans. In fact, the United States is the most violent of the world's industrialized democracies. 7 Young people are especially vulnerable to violent crime. Americans aged twelve to twenty-four years experience the highest victimization rates, while those over sixty-five experience the lowest. 8 Violent crime also disproportionately affects minority group members. 9 Violent crime not only inflicts personal hardship and suffering, but also exacts an economic toll. Businesses are prime targets, experiencing a robbery rate ten times higher than that for private citizens. 10 One estimate places business losses from crime at approximately $30 billion annually." Overall, about one-fourth of all violent crimes, whether against persons or businesses, results in economic loss.' 2 Moreover, merely administering the criminal justice system costs the taxpayer about $25 billion a year. 13 Along with the tangible costs of this crime wave, there is deepening concern and growing public fear about crime. Four out of ten Americans are highly fearful that they will become victims of violent crimes such as murder, rape, robbery, or assault. 14 In March 1981, a poll found that fifty-eight percent of the public believe that more crime occurs in their communities now compared to a year ago; more than half of those polled were afraid to walk alone at night in areas within a mile of their homes. ' 5 It is against this backdrop of rising crime and fear of crime that the issue of the federal role in crime control has once again surfaced. Much of the debate centers on whether the federal government should provide financial assistance to state and local law enforcement efforts. For the past thirteen years the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) has provided such assistance. From fiscal year 1969 through fiscal year 1980, LEAA received about $7.5 billion. 16 Despite this investment, crime soared and critics charged that the LEAA program was a failure. 17 In 1980, President Carter recommended that the program be ended,' 8 a decision later reaffirmed by the Reagan Administration.19
Whatever the successes or failures of the LEAA program, it provides a useful case study. Any proposals for future federal activity in this area should draw heavily on the experience of LEAA, not only to avoid its mistakes, but also to capitalize on its successes.
II. HISTORY OF LEAA
LEAA was created by the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (Safe Streets Act) 20 in an environment of social turbulence. Crime rates were climbing, the incidence of drug abuse was on the rise, riots and disorders were becoming commonplace, and America's polit- [Vol. 73 ical leaders were targets for assassination attempts. In the mid-sixties, a presidential commission undertook a study of the problem and issued its report under the troublesome heading, "The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society." 21 It was clear that something had to be done to improve crime control efforts. It also was clear that local law enforcement was not effective and that greater resources, including those of the federal government, had to be applied to the problem. As the primary responsibility for law enforcement traditionally rests with state and local governments, any suggested federal role had to avoid even the slightest appearance that local authority for crime control was being usurped by the federal government. The national government was, however, expected to identify methods that made law enforcement more effective, and to provide support to state and local governments for their improvement efforts.
This purpose-fostering system change and improvement through national leadership and assistance-became the mandate and the mission of the LEAA. The LEAA program had four basic and highly significant purposes: (1) to encourage state comprehensive planning for criminal justice improvements; (2) to provide technical and financial assistance to improve and strengthen law enforcement and criminal justice; (3) to conduct research and development projects to improve criminal justice operations; and (4) to develop and transfer to the states new techniques and methods to reduce crime, and detect, apprehend, and rehabilitate criminals. 22 The LEAA program was the first program of significant federal aid for state and local law enforcement. 23 periment in intergovernmental relations. Funds were to be awarded to the states as "block grants" and the states were to select both the recipients and the uses of these grants. 2 4 The states, not the Congress or the federal government, would make choices, set priorities, and allocate funds. New administrative structures called State Planning Agencies (later renamed Criminal Justice Councils) were created to plan for, receive, and administer the federal funds and to coordinate criminal justice programs within their states. 25 Regional and local planning units were set up to participate in this process. 26 In the decade following its passage, the Safe Streets Act was amended five times. Reacting in part to the early concentration of funding on police programs, the 1971 amendments earmarked funds for correctional purposes. 27 In 1973 there was a new emphasis placed on evaluating the various programs and projects to determine the extent to which they met the goals of the Act. 2 8 In 1974 Congress made special provision for funding juvenile justice programs. 29 Further additions in 1976 provided for court programs 3° and community anti-crime initiatives, 31 and established a program to pay survivors benefits to public safety officers killed in the line of duty. 32 Congressional tinkering with the Act during this period also focused on adjustment in the roles of states, major cities, and counties. 33 of Justice Statistics, 8 with each to have largely independent authority for the federal criminal justice research and statistics programs, respectively. It restructured LEAA's criminal justice financial assistance programs to eliminate needless red tape and administrative complexity. 3 9 Moreover, it created an Office of Justice Assistance, Research, and Statistics 40 to coordinate and provide support to these three units. In 1980 the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 4 ' was established as part of this five-sided arrangement.
Although the JSIA authorized the LEAA program for four years (through fiscal year 1983), no funds have been requested or appropriated since fiscal year 1980.42 Today, the LEAA program is in the final process of termination. Projects formerly financed with federal funds are seeking other sources of support. A number of the agencies created to administer the program are already disbanded or face an uncertain future. 43 While many of the positive changes which the program helped bring about are likely to remain, the LEAA program as a continuing source of financial aid for criminal justice improvement is at an end.
III. WHAT WENT WRONG

A. UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS
The optimistic expectations embodied in the original Safe Streets Act fell far short of fruition over the thirteen years of the program's existence. At the most basic level, the program clearly was not a panacea to the problem of crime, as some had billed it. In some ways, LEAA was a victim of the propaganda proclaiming it as a centerpiece in the nation's "war on crime." Indeed, the very slogan "war on crime" implied that crime is not the complex, intractable problem most observers agree it is. Rather, there was an implicit assumption that crime could be defeated simply by improving the criminal justice system-by making police, courts, and corrections agencies work better. This as- 1980) ). 39 
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LESSONS OF LEAA
sumption was staggering in its simplicity and, in hindsight, in its wrongheadedness. It foreordained the LEAA program to be labeled a failure, regardless of its other achievements. B .
IS MONEY ENOUGH?
The LEAA had flaws not only in program concept, but also in program implementation. First, there was an assumption that money makes a difference-the more money, the greater the likelihood of reducing crime. Thirteen years and about $7.5 billion later, it is clear that money alone is not an answer.
LEAA did help attract additional dollars to underfinanced and understaffed criminal justice agencies. In the past decade, state and local spending for criminal justice increased almost 150%, outdistancing increases for general government expenditures. 4 4 On the other hand, more money has not guaranteed better or expanded services. In fact, the ratio of police to crime incidents has declined, 45 many court calendars continue to be clogged, 46 and jails and prisons are severely overcrowded. 4 7 Although more resources may be needed, the reality is that criminal justice agencies will have to find better, more efficient ways of doing business without massive infusions of money or people.
LEAA funds, which at their peak accounted for only about five percent of state and local criminal justice budgets, sometimes were used to find innovative and effective answers for criminal justice problems. But too often agencies dissipated the funds by scattering them widely or by applying them to unwise, frivolous, or routine expenditures, 48 with the result that their potential impact was sharply diluted.
C. THE PLANNING RITUAL
Another assumption of the Safe Streets Act was that comprehensive planning would overcome the fragmentation and fractionalism of the criminal justice system and pave the way for meaningful reform. The newly-created State Planning Agencies (SPAs) were intended to develop comprehensive plans for improvement in the criminal justice system as a whole and translate these plans into action by applying federal funds. 49 Once again, the gap between theory and reality was wide. There is general agreement that, in practice, planning came to be an exercise in compliance with federal requirements. Federal statutory and guideline specifications were excessive and helped turn planning into a purely paperwork assignment. By 1978, a state's average annual comprehensive plan was approximately 1000 pages long. 5 0 But the failure of planning can be traced to a far more deep-rooted problem. SPAs, not surprisingly, seldom had the authority or resources to carry out the planning function.' Officials instead perceived them as conduits for federal funds and frequently viewed their deliberations as mere battlegrounds for cutting the federal pie -. 5 2 Compounding this inherently weak postition of the SPAs was the unwillingness of the governors to get involved and to use the SPA as their arm for coordinating and improving criminal justice. 53
D. IN SEARCH OF PRIORITIES
The Safe Streets Act left decisions regarding the use of funds to state and local governments. To this extent it emphasized process over substance. Drafters of the statute deliberately refrained from specifying what types of programs or policies should be pursued. The results were twofold: at the state level, there was scattershot funding with no discernible impact; 54 at the national level, priorities were shifting and un-clear. 55 As new administrators came on board, so did "bold new initiatives" like Pilot Cities, 5 6 Impact Cities, 57 or Standards and Goals. 5 8 The cumulative effect of these constant changes and pressures was a lack of a fully coherent strategy at the national level. When added to the basic deficiencies in our understanding of what works and what does not, and why, the predictable outcome was a series of short-term efforts, often hurriedly developed and hastily abandoned.
E. A TANGLE OF RED TAPE
Originally, the LEAA program envisioned a rather simple process whereby states would prepare plans and LEAA would approve the plans and award funds for implementation. Over time, one requirement after another was added, creating a bureaucratic and administrative maze that drove up costs and curtailed performance. For example, by 1976 the Safe Streets Act had imposed special requirements in the areas of corrections, 59 detailed the composition and functions of SPAs, 60 manto fund, coupled with the lack of an adequate reporting and evaluation system, made it difficult for LEAA to document progress and results on an aggregate national basis. dated special units for judicial planning, 6 1 prescribed the content of state plans, 6 2 and added extensive civil rights enforcement procedures. 63 Moreover, about twenty-five other federal laws imposed conditions on the receipt of LEAA funds. 64 Increasingly, therefore, recipients found the program mired in red tape and were frustrated at the time-consuming and intricate process to obtain project funding. As the level of funding for the program began to taper off in the late seventies, some jurisdictions concluded that participation in the program simply was not worth the administrative expense and headache. 65 In sum, the LEAA program ran afoul of unrealistic expectations, wasteful uses of funds, mounting red tape, and uncertain direction. In the face of growing criticism, the program had difficulty demonstrating that it was having any measurable impact on crime or on the administration of justice.
IV. WHAT WORKED
Although much of the criticism was justified, it tended to overshadow the program's accomplishments. LEAA fell short on many counts, but it was neither as dismal a failure as its critics claimed, nor as shining a success as its proponents hoped.
Many observers agree that LEAA contributed to significant criminal justice improvements. It educated and trained thousands of criminal justice personnel, implemented new and worthwhile projects, 66 and developed new skills and capacities for criminal justice analysis, planning, and coordination. 6 7 There is little doubt that the criminal justice system has benefitted from the LEAA experience. But what instruction for the future, and what useful guides for federal policy, did this experience provide?
A.
USE OF FEDERAL DOLLARS TO PROMOTE INNOVATION
Proponents intended the LEAA program to be the catalyst for new ideas and techniques. The federal government would provide the impetus for innovation by providing leadership and seed money, with state and local governments eventually assuming the costs of those projects that proved to be effective.
While LEAA clearly did not fully meet this goal, there is evidence that the concept of federal seed money for criminal justice improvements worked. According to the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, LEAA funds, even though constituting a small portion of total criminal justice funds, represented a primary resource for new and innovative activities at the state and local level. 6 8 In addition, state and local governments assumed the costs of a substantial number of projects, once federal support ended. In 1976, the Advisory Commission found a cost assumption rate of nearly two-thirds. 6 9 More recently, LEAA reported a rate of about eighty-five percent. 70 This evidence suggests that the use of federal funds as a carrot to implement new programs and new practices is a workable idea. It also suggests that federal funding does not need to be massive or open-ended; rather, it can be limited to short-term support until a new program is operational and has demonstrated its worth.
B.
DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE PROGRAMS The LEAA.experience also points out that effective criminal justice improvement programs can be developed to respond to high-priority national problems. In recent years, LEAA had adopted an approach to program development that targeted funds for priority areas, built upon the findings of research, tested and evaluated new concepts, and replicated concepts that worked. 71 The process therefore linked research with action. It led to the implementation of several programs of proven effectiveness that achieved significant improvements in the performance 68 SAFE STREETS RECONSIDERED, suipra note 22, at 189. 69 Id. at 150. 70 U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, supra note 16, at 23. The rate of cost assumption is based on those projects that are eligible for continuation (that is, more than one-time efforts such as training) and that have been found to be successful. * The Career Criminal Program 73 pioneered the concept of focusing prosecutorial resources on repeat, serious offenders. Through this program, some 12,000 career criminal defendants have been prosecuted, and more than ninety percent have been convicted. 74 Today, the Career Criminal Program has been widely replicated in cities throughout the country. 75 * PROMIS, the Prosecutor's Management Information System, 76 has complemented the Career Criminal Program by helping prosecutors manage their cases. PROMIS is an automated system that produces reports for tracking cases, defendants, and charges; generating trial lists, forms and notices; and scheduling cases. PROMIS has improved the operational efficiency of prosecutor's offices and in some cases resulted in cost savings. 77 * ICAP, the. Integrated Criminal Apprehension Program, 78 has improved police operations through sophisticated crime analysis and investigative and management procedures. ICAP is recognized by many in the law enforcement community as an effective approach for police improvements. In some cases it has reduced overtime costs and increased patrol strength. 79 * STING, 80 another LEAA-sponsored law enforcement initiative, created phony fencing operations which resulted in the arrest and con- viction of thieves. The LEAA investment of $31 million in 142 operations has led to the recovery of $337 million in stolen property, over 12,000 arrests, and a ninety percent conviction rate. 8 1 0 LEAA's Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime (TASC) 8 2 program reduces recidivism among drug/alcohol abusing offenders, improves harmony between treatment and criminal justice agencies, and provides the criminal justice system with more alternatives in dealing with the substance-abusing offender. Between 1972 and 1980, LEAA supported seventy-two TASC projects, including nine statewide efforts, with some $43 million. 8 3 An evaluation report shows that sixty-four percent of the offenders placed in TASC projects were successfully discharged 8 4 and concludes that it is a cost-effective alternative. 85 * LEAA has also been in the forefront of developing programs to respond to emerging criminal justice concerns, such as victim and witness assistance, 8 6 arson control, 8 7 and community crime prevention. 88 Not only are these programs effective, but they also meet a real and important need at the state and local level. The lesson is that the federal government can play a valuable role in developing worthwhile programs and encouraging the replication of such programs. Table 1 illustrates that with federal leadership and the incentive of federal aid, these and other improvement efforts have been adopted fairly widely in the nation's largest cities. Nevertheless, none of these cities has yet initiated all of the ten model programs identified, and only seven have implemented more than half of these programs. In addition, many smaller jurisdictions have been unable to participate even to this extent, due to lack of funds. 
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improved state and local law enforcement, and more specifically, whether or not the federal government should provide financial assistance for this purpose, are not susceptible to easy answers. The debate is likely to continue and intensify as crime escalates and budgets dwindle. The Final Report of the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime 8 9 summarized the conflicting views. As the Report notes, some observers believe that the federal role should be limited to researching criminal justice issues and testing and evaluating new approaches and techniques. 9 0 They think it is up to state legislatures and local governing bodies to decide whether or not to appropriate funds to implement any of these new approaches. 9 ' Others think that research alone is not enough. 92 They argue that the federal government should provide limited financial incentives to state and local governments to initiate successful programs spawned by research. This is the position of the Task Force, which concluded, "Most of us. . . believe that federal funds should be made available to state and local governments to implement those programs that have been demonstrated and proven to be effective through rigorous independent evaluation. '9 3 The Task Force, however, specifically cautioned against recreating LEAA, a program it saw as too expensive, too bureaucratic, and too difficult to control, and which had "scattered funds thinly over a wide variety of initiatives. '94 The Task Force criticisms of LEAA are correct. But the LEAA experience also shows that financial assistance, when it is targeted for effective programs, can be a useful lever to encourage state and local adoption of proven, successful approaches. If federal aid is to achieve measurable impact, it must be aimed at innovative programs that work, and not spent randomly on routine operations. This is the overriding lesson of LEAA, and should be the fundamental principle guiding the development of any new federal effort in this area.
The LEAA experience also strongly suggests that a program of federal aid, if one is to be enacted, should have the following characteristics. First, funds should be limited. How the money is spent is more important than the amount; massive funding is neither necessary nor desirable. Second, federal funds should be used as seed money only, with definite limits set on the time period over which a program will be supported by federal aid. Once a program has been started and has had a reasonable period to prove itself, the states and localities should be left to decide whether the program should be continued. Third, and in the same vein, states and localities should make a sigificant commitment to 
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[Vol. 73 assume full program funding when federal support ends, and should be encouraged in this direction by sharing the costs of the program from the outset. Finally, it is important that any new program avoid the red tape morass that engulfed LEAA, and instead maximize state and local participation by retaining flexibility and minimizing regulations. It is always easy to "second guess" a program by rendering judgments which are insulated by thirteen years from the social conditions which precipitated its creation. LEAA was designed as an experiment in a very turbulent time in this nation's history. To those of us who have been associated with the program, the shame is not that the program was flawed, nor that so many things "went wrong" with it during its brief history. Rather, the shame will be if the lessons which were taught by this experiment are lost. When one embarks on an experiment, a certain element of risk is assumed. One can expect major failures as well as major successes. The expenditure of $7.5 billion in public funds will not have been wasteful if it assures that the mistakes of the past are not repeated, particularly if the conditions which provoked the federal response in 1968 were to repeat themselves.
